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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This Rolling Plan makes EUDAT’s service delivery intentions publically available in a transparent way, and 
will help communities to plan their engagement with EUDAT and the utilization of the EUDAT CDI. 

Service delivery needs to be considered against the following goals: 

1. the improvement of recently developed types of services, for example, safe replication; 
2. the development of new types of services and service components; 
3. the rollout of instances of those services, that is, making them available and enabling a wider 

range of user communities from different scientific domains to use them. 

This plan presents a roadmap for the development and rollout of EUDAT services up until the end of 
2015. This covers both the enhancement of existing services and the introduction of new types of 
services, guided by the requirements surveys from WP41,2 and the recommendation of the EUDAT 
Services and Architecture Forum (SAF). 

We explain how the overall CDI will develop and introduce complementary models of joining the CDI as 
a new EUDAT node versus using it (a looser interaction). 

To complement the development roadmap we conclude with a rollout plan, an indication of when we 
expect EUDAT services to be rolled out across the core centres of the project consortium. 

An appendix provides an update to the archetypal user use-cases introduced in the first version of this 
plan and remaps the use-cases to the new service names presented here. 

 

                                                           
1
 Data Management Landscape Characteristics and Community Requirements, D4.1.1 v1.0, EUDAT consortium, March 2012 

2
 Data Management Landscape Characteristics and Community Requirements, D4.1.2 v1.0, EUDAT consortium, January 2013. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: HOW TO READ THIS REPORT 

This report is an update, twelve months on, of the original Services Rolling Plan3. Over this time EUDAT 
has developed a number of core services in a stand-alone way following the top requirements of EUDAT 
communities, providing pre-production version of the essential building blocks of the Collaborative Data 
Infrastructure (CDI) – a Safe Replication service; a Persistent Identifier service (based on the global 
Handle System4 and EPIC handle consortium5); Data Staging tools to move data in and out the registered 
EUDAT data domain. The project has also laid plans for a Metadata harvesting and cataloguing service, a 
Simple Store to support the “long tail” of smaller research data sets, and a common Authentication and 
Authorisation service, against a complex backdrop of the five pre-existing identity mechanisms used 
across the five core data communities. 

In this iteration we draw these building blocks together to create a first view of a reference architecture 
to guide EUDAT user communities on how they can link their existing data architectures with these 
building blocks and interfaces to create the CDI. The mechanism we use to create this comprehensive 
view is a distillation of service usage patterns from the expanded requirements analyses recorded in the 
first and second versions of the EUDAT Data Management Landscape Characteristics and Community 
Requirements report1,2 and the related archetypal user analysis from Chapter 4 of Services Rolling Plan3. 
(An updated version of that chapter is presented in Annex A of this current report.) Using this reference-
architecture approach to service development we present the roadmap for EUDAT services as a series of 
conceptual snapshots of the underlying CDI. 

Chapter 2 begins by providing a glossary for subsequent chapters. Chapter 3 goes on to describe the 
roadmap for the development of EUDAT services over the 2012-2015 timeframe. We use development 
in the sense of software development which we can understand as the implementation and deployment 
of a given service at a single reference site within EUDAT (or across an “island” of two or more closely-
cooperating sites). Chapter 4 provides a complementary operational view, a roadmap of service rollout 
across EUDAT community and non-specific data centres. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
3
 EUDAT Services Rolling Plan 2012-2015, EUDAT consortium, March 2012 

4
 http://www.handle.net/ 

5
 http://www.pidconsortium.eu/ 
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2. EUDAT SERVICES GLOSSARY 

This table defines the service abbreviations used throughout the rest of the plan and indicates their 
essential classification. The services themselves are described (briefly) later in the Development 
Roadmap (Chapter 3). 

Abbrev. Service 

AAI Authentication and Authorisation Infrastructure. 

CSLI Common Service Layer Interface; not a service in itself, this is the set of interfaces 
presented externally by the CDI’s outward-facing services. 

DS Data Staging; the transport of data from the CDI to remote computing facilities. 

JMD Joint Metadata service; a common EUDAT metadata catalogue, storage mechanism and 
external user interface. 

OP Operational services and tools used internally by EUDAT operations. 

PID Persistent Identification; provides PIDs for data objects registered within the CDI. 

SA Semantic Annotation; provides support for annotation and quality control of ingested data. 

SR Safe Replication; provides policy-driven replication of data objects ingested into the CDI. 

SSS Simple Store service; provides a simple-to-use interface and associated back-end storage 
for less formal storage of “smaller” datasets. 

WC Workflow Composition; provides interfaces and adapters to allow other CDI services (e.g., 
Data Access) to be used in standard workflow environments. 

2.1. “Joining” EUDAT or “using” EUDAT? 

This version of the Rolling Plan makes a clear distinction between two types of engagement with the 
EUDAT CDI – joining the CDI (tight integration) or using its services (loose interaction). This is illustrated 
schematically in . . 

In this schematic we represent a community data centre as a blue data disk accompanied by a green 
“community software stack” lozenge, representing tools and other software components particular to 
that community. A “generic” data centre is depicted without a green software stack. The orange lozenge 
represents the core software stack for an “EUDAT Node”, including all software required to deliver the 
internal services. The smaller orange square on the boundary of the CDI represents the Common Service 
Layer Interface, the interface that the CDI presents to external users. It can be thought of as the CDI 
external API that in itself represents a dynamic set of interfaces chosen for particular user communities 
to engage with EUDAT. 

The other CDI subsystems depicted include the PID registry, the Joint Metadata service (including the 
joint metadata store and harvester service and external browser user interface) and the Simple Store 
(again divided into internal store and external user interface). 

The arrows indicate the primary interactions between CDI subsystems (both control and data channels). 
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Figure 1. Two possible methods of interacting with the EUDAT CDI – joining it (tight integration with key internal 
services) or using it (looser interaction through public services). 

2.1.1. Joining the EUDAT CDI 

Joining the EUDAT CDI implies tight integration with core services and involves two principal steps: 

1. installing the recommended software packages; 
2. configuring the individual software packages, including making three principal federation 

connections with other CDI subsystems: 
a. federation with other data centres to enable the Safe Replication (SR) service (in 

versions 1 and 2 of the SR service this entails the federation of iRODS Zones through the 
standard iCAT mechanisms); 

b. connection to the central Handle PID registry (which is hierarchical, so centres that wish 
to deploy their own running PID registration/resolution service for performance reasons 
are free to do so provided these are configured correctly as part of the EUDAT 
registration domain), and; 

c. [optional] connection to the EUDAT metadata harvest service over the OAI-PMH 
protocol. 

When these two steps are completed, a data centre has fully joined the EUDAT CDI and can benefit from 
the features of tight integration such as: choice of data centres to federate with for SR; use of their own 
PID service within the EUDAT domain; optimised data transfer within the EUDAT CDI; tighter control of 
data management policies (replication, authorisation) through direct management of internal services at 
their site. 
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2.1.2. Using the EUDAT CDI 

Using the EUDAT CDI in a looser way may be important for centres that wish to make use of EUDAT’s 
core services – Safe Replication, Persistent Identification (data registration), Metadata, Data Staging – 
but without the tight integration required on joining. This could be enabled by a series of simple 
interfaces that are exposed, for example, as web services under the collective name Common Services 
Layer Interface (CSLI). This CSLI will provide outward-facing services for external users, most notably 
including Data Staging (DS). 

Users making use of the DS service will, of course, benefit automatically from PID registration, Safe 
Replication etc. However, this looser interaction model means users of the CDI may have less direct 
control over core features such as replication policy, fine-grained authorisation or (detailed) choices on 
the placement of replicated data. The latter may also have an impact on the long-term availability of the 
data through close partnerships (e.g., in replication schemes) and thus in general we encourage 
communities to join EUDAT instead of just using it. 

The CSLI should be developed initially to support the most common data transport protocols identified 
in the user requirements exercises2,3. In this version of the Plan, the first supported protocols will be 
http/REST and gridFTP. Later versions of the CSLI and CDI may support additional protocols as demand 
and resources allow. 
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3. EUDAT SERVICES DEVELOPMENT PLAN 2012-2015 

3.1. Development Roadmap at a Glance 

In this report we distinguish between service development and service deployment. We use the term 
service development to mean the development of the necessary software components and integration 
“glue” and their test installation on one EUDAT site (or two or more where the component relates 
fundamentally to federation). This chapter then describes the roadmap for the creation of the necessary 
software components and subsystems for each of the identified services. Deployment of these services 
across the EUDAT infrastructure in production environments is treated separately in Chapter 4. 

Year EUDAT Services EUDAT CDI Version 

2012 SRv1, DSv1, PIDv1, OPv1 

AAI (design) 

V 1 

2013 AAIv1, JMDv1, SSSv1, SRv2, DSv2, OPv2 

SA (design), CSLI (design) 

V 2 

2014 AAIv2, JMDv2, SSSv2, SAv1, DSv3, OPv3 

WC (design) 

V 3 

2015+ PIDv2, SAv2, SRv3, WCv1, OPv4 V 4 

3.2. Service Development – 2012 

 

Figure 2. EUDAT Service Development 2012. The focus is on developing core services – OP, SR, PID and DS – to 
deliver the underlying substrate for the CDI. 
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Figure 2 sketches the logical architecture of the first phase of EUDAT service development. The focus is 
on developing the internal services to provide the essential EUDAT functionality of safe, policy-driven 
replication and registration, persistent identification of data and to stage data to, for example (HPC) 
computing facilities if needed. 

We designate this set of services “CDI Services V 1”. 

3.2.1. New Services 

OP v1 – Operational Services: First version of the internal operational management services essential to 
the running of the CDI. This version covers resource coordination, CDI service and site registry 
and operational service monitoring. 

PID v1 – Persistent Identifier Registration: First version of the internal PID registration service based on 
the global handle system and EPIC handle system federation. 

SR v1 – Safe Replication: First version of the internal data management service allowing for the 
automatic, rule and policy-driven replication of data across a federation of EUDAT CDI data 
centres (either “community” or non-specific). 

DS v1 – Data Staging: The first version of a service allowing an external user to upload a data object into 
the CDI and receive a PID in return (ingest) and to retrieve a data object from the CDI by PID 
reference (retrieval). This version is designed to work with gridFTP. 

3.2.2. Service Design 

AAI – Authentication and Authorisation: Analysis and design of possible authentication and 
authorisation frameworks that encompass the existing AA mechanisms used by EUDAT nodes 
but offer future possibilities for federation. 

3.3. Service Development – 2013 

Figure 3 sketches the logical architecture of the second phase of EUDAT service development. 

The focus here is on extending the data staging service which provide secure upload and access to the 
internal CDI data, and introducing site-wise authentication and authorisation. It also introduces the first 
version of the Simple Store, a service specifically designed for lightweight data storage, and an update of 
the SR service to enhance support for access to and management of the internal SR policy rules. 

We designate this set of services “CDI services V 2”. 
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Figure 3. EUDAT Service Development 2013. The focus is on developing outward services – AAIv1, DSv2, SSS, 
JMD – to provide outside access to the EUDAT CDI, and on extending internal services in support (SRv2, OPv2). 

3.3.1. New Services 

AAI v1 – Authentication and Authorisation: The first version of an authentication and authorisation 
framework that encompasses the existing AA mechanisms used by EUDAT nodes but provides a 
common internal mechanism for EUDAT basic and core services. 

JMD v1 – Joint Metadata: A service providing automated harvesting and common storage for metadata 
within the CDI. The JMD service is used to create and expand the core EUDAT common 
metadata catalogue through automated harvesting via OAI-PMH. 

SSS v1 – Simple Store: First version of the user-facing service that provides an easy way to upload, tag 
and share research data. 

3.3.2. Updated Services 

DS v2 – Data Staging v2: The second version of a service allowing an external user to upload a data 
object into the CDI and receive a PID in return (ingest) and to retrieve a data object from the CDI 
by PID reference (retrieval). This version adds support for http data transfer. 

SR v2 – Safe Replication v2: An updated version of the SR service, allowing scope for the refactorisation 
of microservice rules and a degree of reconfiguration and optimisation. SRv2 also provides 
community data managers with an interface through which they can specify policy rules to the 
underlying SR engine: “copy these objects/collections”, “create M replicas to be stored for N 
years”, “execute regular checks across all object instances and give indications in case of 
differences. 

OP v2 – Operational Services v2: An update to the core set of operational services as required to 
support the introduction of the first public services. 
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3.3.3. Service Design 

SA – Semantic Annotation: Designs and specifications for the service providing a degree of (semi) 
automated quality checking of ingested data and the ability to annotate ingested data sets 
based on defined “authoritative” sources. 

CSLI – Common Service Layer Interface: Design and specification of the overall set of interfaces 
presented by the CDI to the outside world. 

3.4. Service Development – 2014 

Figure 4 sketches the logical architecture of the third phase of EUDAT service development. The focus is 
on augmenting and extending the public-facing services to provide a richer user experience and 
potentially allow for closer integration of the SSS back-end with the internal CDI SR and PID services. 

We designate this set of services “CDI services V 3”. 

 

Figure 4. EUDAT Service Development 2014. The focus is on updating and consolidating core services – SR, DS 
(including adding support for new data transport protocols), JMD (including a new user interface component) 

and SSS (allowing for better integration into the CDI core).  

3.4.1. New Services 

SA v1 – Semantic Annotation: A service providing a degree of (semi) automated quality checking of 
ingested data and the ability to annotate ingested data sets based on defined “authoritative” 
sources. 

3.4.2. Updated Services 

JMD v2 – Joint Metadata v2: An updated version of the MD (UI) user interface. 
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SSS v2 – Simple Store v2: An updated version of the user-facing service that provides an easy way to 
upload, tag and share research data. This version will include tighter integration with the 
internal EUDAT CDI services SR and PID; revisions to the UI are also expected. 

AAI v2 – Authentication and Authorisation v2: The first version of an authentication and authorisation 
framework that encompasses the existing AA mechanisms used by EUDAT community sites but 
provides a common internal mechanism for EUDAT basic and core services. 

DS v3 – Data Staging v3: The third version of the DS service. This version adds better integration with 
the SR service, including access to stored replicas. 

OP v3 – Operational Services v3: An update to the core set of operational services as required to 
support the introduction of (in particular) storage accounting. 

3.4.3. Service Design 

WC – Workflow Composition: Analysis and design of suitable mechanisms (perhaps through interface 
adapters for selected third-party workflow tools such as Kepler, Taverna, etc.) to allow for the 
composition and use of EUDAT public services in scientific workflows. 

3.5. Service Development – 2015 

 

Figure 5. EUDAT Service Development 2015. The focus is on adding support for advanced coordination and 
quality services – WC and SA – and major enhancements to the core CDI SR and PID services. 

Figure 5 sketches the logical architecture of the fourth phase of EUDAT service development. The focus 
here is on significant enhancement to existing services and developing advanced services to support 
more advanced patterns of data use from both inside and outside the CDI. 

We designate this set of services “CDI services V 4”. 
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3.5.1. New Services 

WC v1 – Workflow Composition: Support mechanisms (perhaps through interface adapters for selected 
third-party workflow tools) to allow for the composition and use of EUDAT public services in 
scientific workflows. The nature of this service will be refined as the project develops. 

3.5.2. Updated Services 

SA v2 – Semantic Annotation v2: A service providing a degree of (semi) automated quality checking of 
ingested data and the ability to annotate ingested data sets based on defined “authoritative” 
sources. 

SR v3 – Safe Replication v3: An updated version of the SR service, introducing support for efficient 
replication of real-time (or high-velocity) data sets. 

PID v2 – Persistent Identifier Registration v2: An updated version of the internal PID registration service 
adding support for efficient registration of multiple handles and addressing non-functional 
performance requirements. 

OP v4 – Operational Services v4: An update to the core set of operational services as required. 
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4. EUDAT SERVICES ROLLOUT PLAN 2012-2015 

This table illustrates project-wide rollout plans for the classes of services discussed in Chapter 3. By 
“rollout” here we mean the deployment of services into operational use and their subsequent support 
by the core EUDAT service teams led by WP6. 

The service versions used in this chart are those sets of services defined earlier in Chapter 3. 

Site 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
  Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1   

CINECA V1           V2     V3       V4         

CSC V1           V2     V3         V4       

EPCC 
    

V1   V2       V3       V4       

FZJ V1           V2     V3         V4       

PSNC 
    

V1     V2     V3       V4       

RZG V1           V2     V3       V4         

SARA V1           V2       V3     V4         

Legend: EUDAT CDI Service versions 

V1 V2 V3 V4 
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5. GLOSSARY 

AAA Authentication, Authorization and Accounting. 

AAI Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure. 

ABC Activity based costing. A standard management approach for analysing and 
organisation’s costs based on activities rather than things. 

API Application programming interface. 

AuthN Authentication – the process of identifying an entity by means of a credential 
that the entity is exposing via a secure mechanism – “I am who I say I am”. 

AuthZ Authorization – the process of granting access to a service – “I am allowed to do 
this”. 

CDI EUDAT Collaborative Data Infrastructure. 

CLARIN Common Language Resources and technology Initiative. An ESFRI project in the 
Social Sciences and Humanities domain. 

CMS Content Management System. 

CP Community Point-of-Presence. 

Curation Provision of domain-dependent contextual support for permanent access to the 
meaning of data – including metadata, lexica, etc. 

Curation and 
Preservation 

The process of ensuring that data can be re-used over time. 

DANS Dutch Data Archiving and Network Services. 

DoW Description of work – usually, the EUDAT description of work. 

DSA Data Seal of Approval. See http://www.datasealofapproval.org/. 

EB EUDAT Executive Board. 

EGI European Grid Initiative. 

e-IRG e-Infrastructure Reflection Group. 

EISCAT_3D The next generation European incoherent scatter radar system. An ESFRI project 
in the Environmental Sciences domain. 

ENES European Network for Earth System Modelling. 

EPIC European Persistent Identifier Consortium. See http://www.pidconsortium.eu/. 

EPOS European Plate Observing System. An ESFRI project in the Environmental 
Sciences domain. 

ESFRI European Strategic Forum on Research Infrastructures. ESFRI supports a coherent 
and strategy-led approach to policy-making on research infrastructures in 
Europe. 

ESGF Earth System Grid Federation. An open source distributed data and computation 
platform, enabling world wide access to peta/exa-scale scientific data. 

EUDAT Node A point-of-presence of the EUDAT CDI, connected to other nodes in the CDI 
network; a machine running a version of the EUDAT software stack. 

FP7 Seventh Framework Program. 

GC EUDAT General Council. 

GÉANT European multi-gigabit computer network for research and education purposes.  

HPC High performance computing. 

ICSU The International Council for Science. 

iRODS Integrated Rule-Oriented Data System. See http://www.irods.org. 

ISO International Organization for Standardization. 
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LifeWatch E-Science and Technology Infrastructure for Biodiversity Data and Observatories. 
An ESFRI project in the Environmental Sciences domain.  

NREN National Research and Education Network. 

OAIS Open Archival Information System. 

OASIS Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards. 

OSCT Operational Security Coordination Team. 

PID Persistent Identifier. 

PM EUDAT Project Manager. 

PMO EUDAT Project Management Office. 

PoP Point-of-Presence. The user-facing part of a service. 

PRACE Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe. 

Preservation Provision of generic support for permanent access to ‘physical’ data – the bits 
and bytes – including storage, replication, provenance, etc. 

QA Quality assurance. 

QoS Quality of service. 

Registered Data 
Domain 

The logical collection of all digital objects registered through EUDAT-operated 
handle services. 

Resource 
Provisioning 

Making available resources in terms of system platforms which consist of virtual 
and/or physical compute, storage and network components including firmware 
and a basic execution environment (i.e. operation system). It is not relevant 
whether resources are provided as physical or virtual instances, but these 
instances are located at a site. 

RI Research Infrastructure. 

RP Resource Provider: an organizational instance that provides maintains and 
operates processing, storage and network resources at a site. 

RP coordinator Resource Provisioning Coordinator: a person who is coordinating the timely 
integration and provisioning of resources (see also SHF). 

SAF EUDAT Services and Architectural Forum. 

Service 
Provisioning 

Make services available which are deployed on top of resources. Services can be 
deployed and operate on top of resources which are provided at another site.  

SHF Service Hosting Framework: collaborative framework for the coordinated 
provisioning of – partly integrated – processing, storage and network resources 
for hosting (data-oriented) services. This framework allows local or remote 
service providers to deploy and – if needed – to operate their services. In many 
cases, after the deployment phase, services can be handed over to service 
operators at the centres that are providing the resource. 

SLA Service level agreement. 

SP Service Provider: a person, team or organizational instance in charge of 
deploying, maintaining and operating (providing) a service on top of resources 
provided by a resource provider (RP). A service provider does not necessarily 
provide the resources which are used. However, after a deployment and pre-
production phase, services can be handed over to service operators at the 
centres which are providing the resources. In this case, Service and Resource 
Provider are located at the same site. 

SP coordinator Service Provisioning Coordinator: a person who is in charge of coordinating the 
timely provisioning of requested services.  

SVN Subversion, a version control system. See http://subversion.apache.org/. 
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TF Taskforce. 

WDS The ICSU World Data System. See http://www.icsu-wds.org/. 
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ANNEX A. EUDAT SERVICE USAGE PATTERNS 

Chapter 4 of the first version of this report (D2.2.1) captured typical service usage patterns as a series of 
“personas” or “archetypal users”. This appendix updates that chapter, bringing in a number of new 
“users” identified during the second phase of community interviews recorded in the updated EUDAT 
report Data Management Landscape Characteristics and Community Requirements. 

In the first section below we introduce the archetypal users. As further stakeholder requirements 
emerge over the course of the project this list will be extended to ensure we cover all the important 
core user stories, and some which may be more occasional or even pathological but which nevertheless 
describe a genuine use for EUDAT services which may be met in future deployments. 

A.1. Archetypal users 

We describe each archetypal user with a background profile, to provide some idea of their individual 
motivation for using a collaborative data infrastructure and thus provide a route to add further 
individual stories around their particular interests. These stories are described in turn, and for each we 
identify in bold particular keywords that may suggest individual requirements. We collect these 
keywords in Section A.2 and use them as pointers to particular services needed by our users.  

A.1.1 Alice Arneson, Data Librarian 

Aged 26, Alice has a Masters-equivalent degree from a German Technical University (MSc equivalent). 
Having gained practical experience of data mining and similar analysis problems as a consultant working 
for a small start-up company, Alice’s current job title is “Data Librarian” at a national European data 
centre. Her hobbies include wasting time on the Internet, hill-walking and baking.  

Alice is proficient with a range of commercial data management and analysis tools (Microsoft SQL 
Server, IBM DB2 and Intelligent Miner Data Mining Suite, SPSS etc.) and is pretty competent in a variety 
of scripting languages including Perl and Python. She has reasonable communication skills and takes 
great pride in providing stable solutions 

What does she want to do? 

Alice’s primary responsibility is keeping things tidy in the data centre: archiving files, deleting old files, 
making efficient use of the available storage resources, maintaining the archives for research users. 

1. Alice wants to clean up the archive at the data centre by moving user files from one disk 
repository to another one. While there should be no impact on the users’ view of their files, the 
change in physical location must be recorded in each file’s metadata. The number of files is in 
the order of several 100k, and the copying process does not take much time due to the small file 
size. Thus, a large number of metadata records (couple of 100k) must be updated in a short 
time (couple of minutes). 

2. Alice decides to free disk space in the data centre disk space by deleting old files that have 
never been published or transferred to another data centre. She can confirm that these have 
not been transferred by verifying the transaction records of the associated metadata 
identifiers. She then deletes the files, and prompts that any corresponding metadata are deleted 
as well. 
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A.1.2 Barbara Babik, Pharma Research Team Leader 

Barbara graduated 10 years ago with a good degree in Biological Sciences. Since then she has worked in 
three different research labs: a large cardiovascular functional genomics group, a small developmental 
biology group and most currently a specialist lab of a large multinational pharmaceutical company.  

She has progressively migrated from wet-lab to data curation and data exploitation roles. Along the way 
she has had plenty of (often bad) experience of using tools and resources provided by other people. She 
has little distributed system, database, software engineering or formal model understanding, is scared 
of mathematical notation and will shy away from it and is unlikely to persevere with pointers to 
suggested reading or experiments. 

What does she want to do? 

Barbara is interested in finding new ways to use some of the data emerging from her pharma lab. She 
wants to develop better understanding so she can take a more strategic and leading role in choosing and 
applying data methods in biomedical contacts. 

1. Barbara would like to access a web portal and search for public data sets related to her work. 
She’d like to search by keyword, without supplying too much detail of what she’s looking for, 
and browse descriptions of available data. She’ll need to understand any usage restrictions on 
data sets – hers is a commercial interest. For things which look promising, she’d like to 
download them in a usable format (CSV is fine) to work offline using her favourite desktop tools. 

2. Having discovered an interesting source of data, Barbara realizes that if she combines her 
private data with this new source then there are potentially valuable analyses she can do on the 
joined data, although it’s unlikely her desktop computer has the power to do the analysis. She’d 
like to upload her private data securely to a private workspace and make use of a secure cloud-
based analysis tool to crunch the combined data. Obviously she would like her data to be 
backed up automatically. 

A.1.3 Carlos Corcho, Earthquake Modeller (an EPOS user) 

Carlos is 25 years old with degree in Geography from a Spanish Technical University (MSc equivalent). 
His hobbies include reading novels, eco-tourism, uploading and tagging photos and videos to Flickr and 
YouTube with interesting geographic features. He is entirely at home with social media tools, and enjoys 
“hacking” Python code together to do fun things with data mashups. 

Carlos has some experience of the nature of geographic databases, having spent a year working at the  
Instituto Geográfico Nacional (the leading geographic database producer in Spain), and a fair 
understanding of the problems derived from heterogeneity in these databases. He is currently working 
towards a PhD in earth systems modelling at the University of Calabria, and has developed an interest in 
tinkering with his own earthquake models. 

What does he want to do? 

1. Carlos is tuning his earthquake system model by frequently modifying parameters and 
comparing the resulting data with earlier runs. Each parameter change is followed by a model 
run on a remote national HPC system. At this stage in his work he’s doing a lot of tweaking, and 
keeping track of all the model datasets – and the lists of parameters that each of them was 
generated with – is becoming a challenge. Ideally he’d like something to be doing the book-
keeping for him, saving each dataset along with its parameter list and recording it all neatly. 
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2. Happy with his model for now, Carlos is keen to compare its output with actually recorded 
seismic data from the 2010 Chilean earthquake. Assuming that the EUDAT CDI will have it 
somewhere, Carlos logs on and searches for suitable datasets. Ideally he wants to visualize the 
data he finds alongside his model results using his own mashup scripts; maybe that means he 
has to download the Chilean data in a particular format, or maybe he can upload his Python 
scripts and have them executed on the EUDAT infrastructure somewhere (he doesn’t care 
where)? 

3. Carlos hardly ever wants to have to download a full dataset from the CDI. He’s usually only 
interested in a particular time period, and the datasets he uses are typically long-duration 
timeseries. Some form of extraction or subsetting tool or interface would be a valuable addition 
to his arsenal. 

A.1.4 David Debard, Field Bioinformatician (a LifeWatch user) 

David graduated recently in Life Sciences from the University of Nice-Sophia Antipolis and is now a 
postgraduate researcher in an international team studying genetic factors behind disease resistance in 
African cattle. For the last couple of years David has spent much of his time in the field in sub-Saharan 
Africa (primarily Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire) gathering data on cattle populations and disease patterns. 

David has a keen interest in pre-colonial African history, in particular the “western Sudan” empires of 
Ghana, Mali and Songhay. He is also an enthusiastic user of modern Internet tools, although as a 
“driver” rather than a “mechanic”, and has strong opinions on the usability of technology. He makes 
extensive use of tools like Evernote, Dropbox and Microsoft Skydrive to collect research data, personal 
photographs and anything else he comes across, and tweets whenever he has the chance. 

What does he want to do? 

1. David would like a way of uploading arbitrary research data – notes, photographs, spreadsheets 
– in a reliable way to a safe, backed-up location shared by the rest of the research team. He has 
no interest in how it works, although given the nature of internetworking in sub-Saharan Africa 
it needs to be able to run in the background and keep trying if it doesn’t work first time. He’s 
finding he’d like to add a little more contextual information to the data he uploads – tags, GPS 
coordinates, other metadata (although he doesn’t use that term himself) – and Evernote, while 
cool, doesn’t quite have the structure he needs. 

A.1.5 Evelien Erkens, Computational Physicist (a PRACE user) 

Evelien Erkens graduated a few years ago with a PhD from the University of Maastricht and is now 
working as a postdoctoral researcher at the University of Manchester in the UK. She is part of a large 
European collaboration in computational particle physics, performing large supercomputer simulations 
generating many terabytes of data for statistical analysis. She is a competent C programmer and more 
than happy hacking Perl, Python and shell scripts on the Linux command line. 

Evelien is a very driven individual and has little patience for things that get in the way of her research. 
She is very often to be found late in her department, re-analysing data, tuning analysis codes and tidying 
up the simulation data store. Having a very tidy mind, she has often been known to annotate other 
people’s data with relevant (and correct!) metadata they may have neglected. She is always right. When 
not working, Evelien does manage to relax with a circle of good friends; she also plays a pretty mean 
blues guitar, something she has been learning since her schooldays. 
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What does she want to do? 

Evelien’s primary concern is storing and analysing ensembles of snapshots from long-running 
supercomputer simulations. Each snapshot is extremely expensive to generate, and keeping them safe 
but at the same time accessible is an important consideration. 

1. To store a new snapshot, Evelien wants to be able to do the following. Firstly, she needs to 
upload the snapshot from the group’s favourite supercomputer where it’s generated to some 
safe storage space. She doesn’t care where it is, as long as it’s safe and easy to access. Since 
each snapshot is of order 100 GB, she doesn’t really want it routed through her laptop on its 
way to wherever it’s to be stored. She also wants to record suitable metadata to “tag” the 
snapshot: parameter lists, date etc. Ideally, the safe storage site will verify the integrity of every 
upload for her, to give her confidence that what is stored is exactly what was simulated. Some 
sort of checksum would be fine. 

2. Analysing snapshots requires Evelien to be able to browse or search by parameters that mean 
something to her – “show me all the recent simulations carried out by the group at beta = 6.5”, 
for instance. Having identified an interesting dataset she then wants to upload it to a fairly 
powerful compute server somewhere her group has access so she can run her own analysis 
programs across the ensemble. The results her program produces aren’t quite as valuable as the 
simulation snapshots, but she’d still like to store each results file back to the safe storage 
repository, annotated with its own parameter list, list of input snapshots, notes, and anything 
else she can think of at the time. 

A.1.6 Frank Fassbinder, Citizen-Scientist 

Frank teaches in a primary school in a small town in western Austria. Memories of a truly inspiring 
science teacher and a bachelor’s degree in physics created an obvious career path for him, and he now 
tries to impart the same sense of awe and wonder at the world to the youngsters he teaches. Whenever 
he can he sneaks astronomy into his lessons, since it has always been his chief interest; he’s been known 
to build whole days around the Linux “Stellarium” program6. A few years ago Frank bought his first 
reflector telescope and hasn’t looked back since. He now has a CCD camera setup and takes pretty good 
pictures of the sky. Living reasonably high up, with pretty good darkness in his small town, Frank is now 
a rather good amateur astronomer. 

Frank is very keen to participate in the wider field. He is a big user of sites like Galaxy Zoo7 but what he’d 
really like to do is share some of his own sky photographs in a “professional” way, so they could be 
included in the overall body of astronomy knowledge. He’d also like to be able to look up information on 
any known objects in a particular patch of sky. Frank perhaps hankers after the research career he never 
had, but nevertheless feels he has something to contribute to the subject in his own modest way. 

What does he want to do? 

1. Frank would like to “share” his amateur sky photographs with other astronomers. He would like 
to upload photographs, along with notes on position, telescope settings etc., to a place that 
could be included in searches by amateurs and professionals alike – a kind of single repository of 
sky pictures. 

                                                           
6
 See http://www.stellarium.org/. “Stellarium is a planetarium software that shows exactly what you see when you look up at 
the stars.” 

7
 See http://www.galaxyzoo.org/. “Galaxy Zoo, where you can help astronomers explore the Universe.” 
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2. Frank would also like to be a user of such a site: he’d like to search for all photos, notes, 
knowledge related to particular patches of sky (wherever his telescope is currently pointing). 
He’s happy working with standard coordinate systems and is actually pretty good at spherical 
trigonometry! 

A.1.7 Geraldine Girard, Biodiversity Researcher (a LifeWatch user) 

With a first degree in Zoology, a PhD in biodiversity from the Université Montpellier II and six years’ of 
postdoctoral training, Geraldine has recently landed a lectureship in biodiversity conservation at the 
National Polytechnic Institute of Toulouse. Her research interests are still quite broad, but she does have 
a particular interest in habitat fragmentation and climate change, and species responses to 
environmental change. Her favoured area of study is the lowland rainforests of Borneo. 

Geraldine is a self-confessed techophobe. Her phone is four years old and will barely take photographs, 
let alone interact with the “Web” (“is that the same as the Internet?”). She’s a vivacious, outgoing sort 
who would rather meet people and speak to them than text them. The habits of some of her friends – 
sitting messing with their phones while they’re all out chatting in a café – bring out the Gallic outrage in 
her. Her research notes are on paper, in notebooks and marginal notes in books. Her only computer is 
her office laptop which she views as an overly-complicated device for writing papers and surfing the 
Internet. The mysteries of the latter became clearer to her a couple of conferences ago when she 
became aware of the possibilities for her research in the increasingly large collections of data being 
gathered online. She’d like to take advantage of these new data, but isn’t quite sure how. 

What does she want to do? 

Geraldine has learned recently that various archives of culture and language data collected in Borneo 
may have highly localized references to some of the species she’s interested in tracking. 

1. Geraldine wants to track down any references to her favourite species in sources of data new to 
her, and unlike anything she’s used to dealing with. Ideally she’s like to browse and search 
through these linguistic archives without having to worry about what the individual datasets are 
– some sort of extremely comprehensive catalogue would be great. Not speaking any of the 
languages of Borneo, pictures of the creatures in question would be a big help, as would 
knowing exactly where and when the references were made. 

A.1.8 Heikki Harmaajärvi, Gene Lab Bioinformatician 

After graduating from the Haartman Institute at the University of Helsinki, Heikki’s desire to travel and 
interest in languages got the better of him and he took time off to tour Europe. After a range of jobs, 
some technical, some not, and a high degree of proficiency in English, German and Italian (along with 
Finnish and Swedish), Heikki finished up working as a technician in a pharmaceutical lab in Dusseldorf. 
His interest in learning new skills, coupled with his naturally restless nature, put him first in line to 
volunteer for a company placement in a Swiss lab that provides gene sequencing services.  

What does he want to do? 

Heikki’s lab is in Switzerland and its clients are in Europe and the US. He has his local storage system, but 
it is not sufficient for storing the long-term customer data. Heikki is looking for a solution where he can 
deliver the data to his customers. 

1. Currently, Heikki receives a clean hard disk provided by his customers using regular mail. Once 
the experiment is done, he sends the disk back. The logistics of this approach are beginning to 
creak, and Heikki is sure there must be a more efficient, networked way of doing it. Heikki is not 
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interested in maintaining the data solution. He is focused on the experiments and he uses 
software that automatically produces output files that will be later analysed by the customer. 
What he would like to do is securely access each customer’s data, run the relevant analysis 
software and return the results to the customer. The key word is securely; almost everything he 
does is covered by individual non-disclosure agreements and all data transmission (even on the 
disks in the mail) must be encrypted while in transit between his lab and the customer site. 

A.1.9 Ingrid Ineson, Biological Modeller (a VPH user) 

Ingrid graduated with an MSc in Genetics & Immunology from the University of Freiburg. She gained her 
PhD at the University of York, using modelling and simulation approaches to understand the interactions 
of genetic transcription factors and their role in development. Developing an interest in the possibilities 
offered by computational systems biology, she continued her research with a postdoctoral position at 
the University of Edinburgh, and currently works in one of the research labs as a computational 
biologist. 

While she is very excited by the possibilities for biological understanding offered by modern computing 
platforms, Ingrid makes no claim to be a computer programmer and is very aware of her own limitations 
and competencies in the area. However, she also has a healthy scepticism of “technology hype”, and a 
low tolerance for some of the over-complex, unstable and (sometimes) downright buggy software tools 
she needs to use. In her opinion, this stuff should just be way easier to use. She is a major fan of the 
usable and user-oriented nature of Apple technology; why data backup isn’t as simple as just clicking on 
Time Machine is something that frustrates her regularly. Another important issue for Ingrid is the level 
of data accessibility. Some simulations are accessed very rarely or never, some newer simulations are 
analysed and reviewed very often.  

When away from the lab, Ingrid is a keen (some would say militant) cyclist, and enjoys both road touring 
and mountain biking around Scotland’s bike-challenging landscape. 

What does she want to do? 

1. Ingrid studies different systems and for each she calculates several molecular simulations using 
both standard and “hacked” software packages. Ingrid does not want to lose any data and she 
regularly runs out of space on the local machines she has access to. She is looking for a system 
able to back up the information simply, quickly and without asking too many dumb questions. 

A.1.10 Jeremy Johnson, Turbulent Physicist (a PRACE user) 

Jeremy graduated in Physics from the University of Cambridge in 2007. He obtained his PhD in 
computational physics (simulating turbulent fluid flow over aircraft structures) at Imperial College 
London in 2010 and is currently half-way through a post-doctoral research position in the same 
department, building on his expertise in turbulence modelling. His research group is part of a large, 
Europe-wide collaboration of “turbulent physicists” who make heavy use of high-performance computer 
systems and generate and share correspondingly large data sets. 

Like many computational physicists Jeremy is a self-taught programmer, although he’s actually rather 
good – he writes units tests, understands the disciplines of good software engineering and believes in 
documenting what he does. He hasn’t really noticed it yet, but the rest of his group (and indeed many 
around the collaboration) have come to regard him as the technical leader of the whole endeavour. 

Away from work Jeremy is a diver, qualified to British sub-aqua club Second Class and keenly 
appreciative of the meaning of risk analysis in real-life environments. 
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What does he want to do? 

1. Jeremy and a small group of collaborators are currently looking at more efficient methods of 
pre- and post-processing data. They would like to have some kind of data repository for sharing 
large test data sets, for example meshes. Jeremy would like to be able to upload a number of 
large meshes (around 3 million tetrahedra, say 300 Mbytes each) to a safe repository and share 
them with his collaborators, ideally in a way which means they could use the data directly from 
that location, rather than having to copy it somewhere else first. He has in mind some form of 
“cloud-based scratch space”. 

A.1.11 Kathrin Kirsch, Philologist (a CLARIN user) 

Kathrin, age 32, has a PhD in German philology and is working as a research assistant at the University of 
Marburg. In her half-time university job, she teaches philology, and she works on her postdoctoral 
qualification in the remaining time. Kathrin is very literate, having read the classics and enjoys evenings 
with her friends and family. 

Kathrin never learned much about computers, apart from using search engines, Microsoft Word, and 
email programs. She knows her own technical limitations very well, and that is why she is enthusiastic 
about the new technologies for her research. She uses Google Books Ngram Viewer to research shifts in 
word usage over time, and has already built her own corpus of Internet chat language that she extracted 
manually from Internet chat logs. 

What does she want to do? 

1. Kathrin wants to access and use corpora and other linguistic data collections that other users 
have already created. She is interested in different varieties and genres of corpora and needs 
extensive metadata on authors, genres, topics, creation dates of the source texts, annotation 
levels, data formats, access rights, etc. The metadata should be accessible via a sophisticated 
query interface (e.g. a facetted browser). Short descriptions and/or snapshots of resources 
would be helpful as well to quickly determine if they are worth downloading. Kathrin would also 
like to publish the data she found or created. However, in most of the cases, she cannot do so, 
due to copyright or personality rights issues. 

2. A lot of linguistic scripts can be found online, but usually they need to be installed on a local 
computer. When Kathrin tries to install software, she is often unsuccessful, and even when she 
succeeds, many tools prove not to be useful for her data or her purpose, so her efforts are in 
vain. She would like to use generic tools that are accessible online via a web browser, and that 
she can use without a lot of training, but which she can adjust to her needs and apply to her 
own uploaded data. 

A.1.12 Lucia Laccona, Computational Biochemist (a PRACE user) 

A doctoral graduate in Pure Chemistry from the Università di Roma “La Sapienza”, Lucia has migrated 
over the last few years from the “in vitro” lab to the “in silico”. Much of her current research revolves 
around molecular dynamics simulations using tools such as GROMACS, NAMD, AMBER, and a range of 
in-house research codes. Of particular interest is exploring new post-processing mechanisms for large 
MD trajectory files to separate ‘interesting’ behaviour from background ‘noise’. She is currently working 
in an international collaboration involving partners in both Europe and the US and increasingly needs to 
share very large datasets with colleagues in order to allow the comparison of different analysis tools 
with data of interest to her collaborators. 
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There is growing recognition within the MD community that simply running very long single simulations 
is not the most appropriate way to get good coverage of the conformational space of a bio-molecule or 
system. Rather, running many shorter simulations in parallel can often achieve the same (or better) 
sampling, and is more amenable to the use large-scale HPC resources. As a result, it is easy to generate 
very large data sets (trajectory files), which can be analysed a posteriori with a range of analysis tools 
e.g. Principal Component Analysis, Diffusion Maps, Markov State Models, to elucidate the biologically 
important behaviour. In the future, Lucia expects to use such analysis methods on-the-fly to actively 
direct the sampling process to regions of interest, further accelerating the rate at which the behaviour 
of complex biological systems can be explored. 

What does she want to do? 

1. Lucia wants some place to upload large (100s of MB to 10s of GB) MD simulation files to share 
with colleagues across her consortium (both EU and trans-Atlantic). The files should be private 
to the consortium, and while long-term preservation isn’t really an issue, some form of backup 
or replication would be highly desirable. 

2. Conversely, she would like to be able to access similar data uploaded by her colleagues in order 
to test and benchmark a range of analysis tools on a wide range of systems – varying in size 
(number of snapshots), and complexity (dimensionality of data). Typically data processing would 
be done on a large-scale HPC system as ~1000 cores are required to complete the analysis in 
reasonable time for large data sets. As such, data transfer protocols such as GridFTP and bbFTP 
would be suitable, but HTTP(s) access for smaller data sets would also be useful. 

A.1.13 Michael Murphy, Data Curator (a CESSDA user) 

Michael Murphy is a data manager at the Irish Social Science Data Archive at University College Dublin. 
ISSDA is part of the Europe-wide CESSDA consortium, and Michael’s job is to keep an eye on the archival 
and storage of the numerous data sets curated at UCD. He manages a small team of curators and sys 
admins and takes the long-term preservation of first-class research data very seriously. 

Generally serious, Michael is cautious about adopting new technology solutions before he’s seen them 
in action on someone else’s turf – he’s very much of the late majority when it comes to crossing the 
chasm. To counteract his day-to-day seriousness and thoroughly professional approach to his job, 
Michael plays bass guitar in a neo-punk pub band called The Wayward Sons, modelling himself on JJ 
Burnel of The Stranglers.  

What does he want to do? 

1. Always one of Michael’s biggest concerns is losing data. He sees his primary role as a custodian 
of scientific measurements that need to be preserved for the long term. He is a big subscriber 
to the LOCKSS approach to digital preservation, so flexible, policy-driven backup or replication 
is something he makes a lot of use of. 

2. Over time, Michael will need to plan for the migration of data between encoding formats. He is 
keen to learn about ways this could be automated in a trustworthy way, under the watchful 
eyes of in-house curators (i.e. him and his team). 

A.1.14 Natalia Ngyuen, Humanities Data Wrangler (a DARIAH user) 

Natalia holds a doctorate in knowledge representation and machine learning from the National 
University of Singapore and currently works as a postdoctoral Fellow at the Georg-August-Universität 
Göttingen. Because of her background, Natalia has become the “go-to” person for her group on all 
matters of data curation for an important Europe-wide project in digital humanities. While she is 
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comfortable with the role (she enjoys helping her colleagues) she still wants to be able to do some 
research herself, and so is rather particular about the ease-of-use of the data management systems she 
needs to work with. 

What does she want to do? 

1. One thing Natalia has come to realise is that not everyone in the field of digital humanities has 
the same level of appreciation for the subtleties of data format interchange. Some means of 
educating some of her colleagues and fellow researchers about such things would be extremely 
useful… Also, any form of tool or automated system that could help with format conversion or 
manipulation or general curation would be very valuable in her current role; 

2. Natalia’s main day-to-day worry is losing data. Some of the digital objects that come into the 
project can be extremely costly to recreate – or created by one-off measurements or 
digitisations which may be impossible to repeat. Thus, bit-level preservation of existing objects 
is something she is actively looking at, along with forensic services for recovering data from 
broken disks. Some form of automatic replication would be interesting in this respect, but only 
if it were able to respect legal copyright or other policy restrictions; 

3. While not a problem at the Göttingen group, Natalia does work with researchers in smaller 
institutions who don’t have a natural home for their data, or who generate potentially valuable 
data as a sideline of their main research and thus have limited interest in pursuing detailed long-
term preservation. Some lightweight solution for this kind of “accidental” or “orphan” data – 
including their publication etc. – would provide a valuable service. 

A.1.15 Olga Olenkov, Clinical Research Data Manager (an ECRIN user) 

With a practical background in clinical records management, Olga Olenkov works as a data manager at 
the Istituto Superiore di Sanità in Rome, a partner in the European Clinical Research Infrastructures 
Network (ECRIN). Olga balances a deep belief in medical progress through ready access to research data 
with a natural caution in exposing patient information. She is increasingly interested in the possibilities 
of software technology to enable research, but any solution will have to tread the same careful line as 
she does. Olga also believes passionately in order – her desk is clinically tidy, as are the files and folders 
on her laptop, and indeed as is her flat. She brings this desire for order to her work, and worries a lot 
about the “messy” nature of a lot of the data she deals with. 

What does she want to do? 

1. One of Olga’s concern is ensuring that important research data are not lost. She would be 
interested in some form of automated backup, but one that could be restricted to meet the 
ethical requirements of patient data safety. Something which kept automatic track of where 
data were stored – a full audit trail – would be very appealing. 

2. Olga is very keen to find ways to publish and share both data and metadata, both for herself 
and for the clinicians she works with. Again, the ethical considerations of patient information 
security would be paramount in any data-sharing solution, but being able to publish anonymised 
data in a way that was simple, searchable, accessible and comprehensible for other researchers 
would quite simply delight her. 

A.1.16 Pavel Pilat (a LifeWatch user) 

Pavel works at the Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague, as a software engineer and tool builder for 
the LifeWatch project. He is a software engineer by training and takes great delight in creating useful, 
usable tools for researchers in his “adopted” field of biodiversity. He is an environmentalist by 
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inclination and has been lucky enough to find a role which allows him to combine his twin loves of 
writing good code and assisting the global efforts in tracking and preserving biodiversity. 

Pavel is particularly inspired by the potential benefits for biodiversity research offered by “crowd 
sourcing” – data collected by people in their back gardens, school children on projects, birdwatchers out 
in the wild – all these people are a rich source of potentially useful data. However, these crowd-sourced 
data sets have their challenges - they show a large heterogeneity with respect to the used vocabularies, 
they often include typos, they lack references to recognized domain knowledge sources (ontologies, 
thesauri, category lists), etc. He sees addressing the quality of data ingested into biodiversity 
repositories as a key challenge for researchers in his area. 

What does he want to do? 

1. Pavel would like to create and deploy some sort of tool to increase the use of standard 
terminology and vocabulary in datasets that researchers can upload to biodiversity 
repositories. He would like to deploy tools which can extract relevant terms and attributed from 
uploaded data sets and match them against terms drawn from standardized vocabularies and 
terminology banks. 

2. Having extracted and matched terms, Pavel would like to see a tool which can provide a simple 
report back on the matching analysis to the data depositor, including automatically-added 
annotations to references to the definitive knowledge source. 

3. As a further refinement he’d like to be able to provide the data depositor with an interactive 
report, suggesting possible corrections to flagged terms to allow the depositor to repair the 
data in a way which is both easy and attractive. 

A.2. Service patterns 

The archetypal user stories above are described in general language. Throughout the individual cases we 
have highlighted keywords which suggest some form of requirement or desire on the part of each user. 

With some leeway for interpolation, we have collected these keywords in a table, together with a note 
of which users suggested them. We then map each keyword to a more formal service name (sometimes 
with additional qualification) to create a kind of traceability matrix through the user stories to the 
service definitions used elsewhere in EUDAT.  

Keyword Users Suggested service (cf. Section Error! Reference 
source not found.) 

move (internal) AA Data Movement (internal) 

add metadata, annotate, 
book-keeping 

AA, CC, DD, 
EE, FF, PP 

Metadata (structured, user-defined, unrestricted) 

delete AA Part of Policy Management 

transaction record AA Metadata, Accounting 

access, log on BB, CC, KK, LL Authentication, Authorisation  

search BB, CC, EE, FF, 
GG, KK 

Persistent Identification, Metadata (Query), Data 
Query 

browse BB, EE, GG, KK Persistent Identification, Metadata (Query), Data 
Query 
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Keyword Users Suggested service (cf. Section Error! Reference 
source not found.) 

download BB, CC, HH, LL Authentication, Authorisation, Data Access (retrieval) 

combine BB Unidentified advanced service 

extract subset CC Data Query 

upload BB, CC, DD, EE, 
FF, HH, II, JJ, 
LL, MM, NN, 
PP 

Authentication, Authorisation, Data Access (ingest) 

secure BB, HH Possibly part of Policy Management 

analysis BB, EE, HH Service Hosting (user-supplied program) 

compare CC Unidentified advanced service 

run on remote HPC CC, EE, JJ, LL Authentication, Authorisation, Data Staging 

saving, safe store  BB, CC, DD, EE, 
II, JJ, LL, MM, 
NN, OO 

Authentication, Authorisation, Safe Replication, 
Metadata, Simple Store 

visualize CC Unidentified advanced service 

change format CC, MM, NN Unidentified advanced service 

upload/ choose/execute 
script 

CC, EE, KK, PP Service Hosting (pre-installed program)  

share, publish DD, FF, JJ, KK, 
LL, NN, OO 

Authorisation (grant to group) 

run in background DD Data Movement (asynchronous) 

keep trying DD Data Movement (repeated attempts) 

not routed through local 
client 

EE Data Movement (remote to remote) 

verify integrity EE Part of Policy Management (checksum?) 

pictures (non-textual 
metadata) 

GG Metadata (non-textual), Data Query (content-based) 

rights issues BB, KK, NN, 
OO 

Authentication, Authorisation, policy concerns 

annotate on ingest PP Semantic Annotation 

 

 


